Adiabatic Raman compression was employed to obtain wavelength-and duration-tunable solitons from a 20 GHz sinusoidal pulse train generated using a low-cost LiNbO 3 Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator. 25 to 0.8 ps pulse duration tunability was attained under adiabatic compression, while high-quality, low-pedestal solitons as short as 450 fs were still achieved outside of the adiabatic regime. Compressed solitons with similar durations were obtained over the 1540 to 1560 nm wavelength range.
Adiabatic Raman compression was employed to obtain wavelength-and duration-tunable solitons from a 20 GHz sinusoidal pulse train generated using a low-cost LiNbO 3 Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator. 25 to 0.8 ps pulse duration tunability was attained under adiabatic compression, while high-quality, low-pedestal solitons as short as 450 fs were still achieved outside of the adiabatic regime. Compressed solitons with similar durations were obtained over the 1540 to 1560 nm wavelength range. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.1514821͔ Adiabatic soliton compression in fibers has been shown to be a powerful technique for generating short optical pulses. As a fundamental soliton propagates along a fiber, it can adiabatically adjust to experimental perturbations and maintain its soliton order without shedding energy, provided that these perturbations are gradual along the soliton period. Consequently, reduction of the soliton duration can be achieved by gradually increasing the pulse intensity along the fiber. This can be done by either decreasing the fiber core diameter, as in the case of dispersion decreasing fibers ͑DDFs͒, 1 or by increasing the soliton power through optical amplification. [2] [3] [4] In one experiment a DDF with respective input and output fiber diameters of 160 and 115 m was used to obtain up to ϳ16ϫ compression with output solitons as short as 230 fs. 1 Compression, similar to that obtained using DDFs, can be achieved by concatenating lengths of fiber with different dispersion in such a way that the average dispersion decreases along the fiber. 5, 6 In one case, a 59 GHz sinusoidal signal was generated through the beating of two closely spaced laser spectral lines and compressed by a factor of ϳ4.
5 Although a high-frequency signal can be generated in this way, the technique has the disadvantage of requiring two phase-locked spectral lines. In another case a 20 GHz Mach-Zehnder amplitude modulator ͑MZAM͒ was used to generate a 40 GHz sinusoidal signal that was subsequently compressed by a factor of ϳ4 in concatenated fibers. 6 Note that the input pulses must have relatively short durations (Ͻ15 ps) in an adiabatic compressor employing gradually decreasing dispersion. This is due to the dependence of the soliton period on the soliton duration and the impracticality of manufacturing long dispersion-decreasing systems. As a result, in systems using sinusoidally modulated signals there is a practical lower limit to the repetition rate that can be used.
Optical amplification is a more flexible technique for obtaining pulse compression that does not require the use of specifically tailored fiber dispersions and allows output pulse duration tunability. After initial work on amplification of solitons in erbium-doped fibers ͑EDFs͒, 7 soliton compression was demonstrated in EDFs 2 with up to threefold compression and output pulses as short as 55 fs being shown. However, in EDFs, amplification is generally obtained over short lengths of fiber, which makes adiabatic compression difficult. An attractive alternative is to use Raman amplification in a counter-propagating pump-signal configuration, as the gain is distributed along typically a few tens of kilometers of fiber. This spatial pump distribution results in the highest soliton power variations occurring when the soliton period is shortest, which maintains the compression in the adiabatic regime. Using such a configuration, it was shown that pulses from a gain-switched diode laser could be compressed by a factor of ϳ1.6 using 23 km of dispersion-shifted fiber. 3 A drawback of using gain-switched diode lasers is that pulses are typically of poor quality and require filtering to avoid shedding of energy during soliton formation and a consequent raised background level. In addition laser diodes exhibit limited spectral tunability and yield chirped output pulses that require dispersion compensation. Recently it has been shown that electro-absorption modulators ͑EAMs͒ can be used to generate short, high-quality pulses with profiles well-suited for soliton formation. In one experiment it was shown that ϳ10 ps input pulses generated in a 10 GHz EAM could be compressed to 0.54 ps using Raman amplification in ϳ20 km of fiber. 4 However, the immediate practicality of such compressors is hindered by the current relatively high cost of 10 GHz EAMs and the unavailability of higherfrequency EAMs. In addition, the output pulses from EAMs are chirped and require dispersion compensation.
In this letter we demonstrate a low-cost and practical system for obtaining wavelength-and duration-tunable short solitons using adiabatic Raman compression of sinusoidal pulses generated in a readily available 20 GHz LiNbO 3 MZAM. The use of a MZAM in comparison to an EAM has the benefit of an unchirped output and the potential advantages of an increased spectral operating window and a higher power-handling capacity that could remove the need for post-modulator amplification. Here, duration-tunability from 25 to 0.8 ps within the adiabatic regime is reported and it is shown that high-quality, low-pedestal solitons as short as 450 fs are still attainable nonadiabatically. Wavelength tunability is demonstrated from 1540 to 1560 nm with output average powers as high as 480 mW. The experimental configuration used for obtaining Raman compression is depicted in Fig. 1 . The signal source consisted of a cw external cavity semiconductor laser ͑TL͒ that was tunable from 1540 to 1560 nm. The output of this laser was modulated in a 20 GHz MZAM that was driven by a 20 GHz sinusoidal electrical signal with a power of 0.5 W. A voltage bias of up to 12 V was used to optimize the modulation profile. A polarization controller ͑PC͒ was used to adjust the polarization of the signal so that optimal modulation could be obtained. The modulated signal was subsequently amplified in a 23 dBm EDF amplifier ͑EDFA͒ and the resulting amplified spontaneous emission was filtered using a 0.9 nm tunable bandpass filter ͑TBPF͒. A variable optical attenuator ͑OA͒ was used to achieve the signal power necessary for soliton formation at the compressor input. The compressor consisted of 21.7 km of non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber ͑NZ-DSF͒ that had a low-sloped 1550-nm dispersion of 3.8 ps nm Ϫ1 km Ϫ1 . Optical circulators OC1 and OC2 were used to launch and extract the signal, respectively. A cw counter-propagating 1455 nm fiber Raman laser was employed as the Raman pump and was launched into the compressor fiber via OC2 with a post-OC2 power of up to 1.28 W. The output signal was split using a tap coupler and directed towards an optical spectrum analyzer ͑OSA͒ and a second-harmonic generation autocorrelator ͑SHG AC͒ where simultaneous spectral and temporal measurements were made. A length of dispersion-compensating fiber was employed to compensate for these external measurement fibers.
The 20 GHz electrical signal generated sinusoidal optical pulses in the MZAM with durations of 25 ps. Varying the bias voltage allowed the generation of slightly shorter (ϳ20 ps) approximately sinusoidal pulses. In order to form ϳ20 ps solitons in the gain fiber, it is theoretically predicted that an average post-OC1 signal power of ϳ11 mW is necessary for an estimated nonlinear coefficient of ␥ ϳ1.7 W Ϫ1 km Ϫ1 . In this experiment it was found that the optimal post-OA average power was 11.4 mW, which corresponds approximately to 9.8 mW in the gain fiber. Figure 2 shows the decrease in pulse duration observed with increased pump power for a signal wavelength of 1550 nm. Pulses with durations as short as 450 fs and average output power as high as 480 mW were obtained with post-OC2 pump power of up to 1.28 W. The inset of Fig. 2 shows the input sinusoidal pulse ͑dashed͒ and the output soliton ͑solid͒ under maximum compression. Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ show spectra corresponding to output pulse durations of 0.8 ps and 450 fs using post-OC2 pump powers of 0.77 and 1.28 W, respectively. In Fig. 3͑a͒ a clean single-envelope spectrum with a full-width half-maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 2.8 nm can be seen. This bandwidth theoretically corresponds to a Fourier transform-limited sech 2 duration of ϳ0.9 ps, which agrees fairly well with experiment. In Fig. 3͑b͒ , however, there are clearly two spectral envelopes, with a 0.35-nm FWHM envelope superimposed on a broader 5.2 nm envelope. These bandwidths theoretically correspond to transform-limited sech 2 pulse durations of 7.2 ps and 485 fs, respectively. This spectral profile is believed to be due to nonadiabatic soliton compression as a result of the higher pump power used and the corresponding excessive signal power increase along each soliton period. The broader envelope is related to the compressed soliton, while the shorter envelope is related to a dispersive wave composed of energy shed by the soliton. Another feature of Fig. 3͑b͒ is that the center of the 450 fs soliton spectrum is redshifted by ϳ2 nm relative to that of the dispersive wave. This shift is due to the soliton self-frequency shift caused by stimulated Raman scattering within the pulse and results from the high soliton peak power. Despite the composite spectrum shown in Fig.  3͑b͒ , it should be noted that only ϳ9.6% of the total energy is found in the narrower envelope. As a result high-quality solitons with negligible pedestal can still be attained, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2 . It was observed that 0.8 ps is the shortest soliton duration attainable under adiabatic compression in this experiment. Figure 4 depicts soliton durations achieved using different Raman pump powers over the 1540 to 1560 nm wavelength range. These results were obtained without varying the input OA attenuation level or the MZAM electrical parameters. As can be seen, for the same Raman pump power, the soliton duration achieved was relatively constant over the 20 nm wavelength range. It should be noted that in this case the wavelength tuning range is limited by the gain of the EDFA, but that similar results could be obtained over different wavelength ranges using Raman preamplification.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering ͑SBS͒ was observed to be less detrimental in this case than in other experiments that employed sinusoidally modulated signals. 5 This can be attributed to relatively low input signal powers necessary to form solitons in the compressor. Although gradual Raman amplification increased the signal power, it also simultaneously reduced the soliton duration, thus keeping the signal below SBS threshold. However, it should be noted that for signal wavelengths near the peak of the Raman gain (ϳ1555 nm), SBS was observed to degrade the quality of the output pulse although short durations were still attainable, as can be seen in Fig. 4 . This feature is believed to be due to the dependence of the SBS threshold on Raman gain. 8 SBS could be further suppressed by concatenating fibers with differing germanium concentrations in the Raman compressor. 5 We have demonstrated up to ϳ31ϫ adiabatic Raman compression of 20 GHz sinusoidal pulses from a readily available LiNbO 3 Mach-Zehnder modulator to 0.8 ps pulse durations and further nonadiabatic Raman compression to 450 fs with negligible pedestal. The compressor performance was observed to be stable over a 1540 to 1560 nm signal wavelength range. The results presented demonstrate that adiabatic Raman compression is compatible with sinusoidal pulses generated in a low-cost, commercially available Mach-Zehnder modulator and further promotes Raman compression as a flexible technique for generating trains of short solitons. 
